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ABSTRACT 

The operator norm of the derivative of the map which takes a finite-dimensional 
linear operator to its kth Grassman power (the kth compound) is evaluated. This leads 
to a bound for the distance between the Grassman powers of two operators. As an 
important application, a bound for the distance between the eigenvalues of two 
operators is obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our principal aim in this article is to obtain an explicit quantitative 
estimate of the variation of one of the basic objects of multilinear algebra, 
known variously as the k th Grassmun power, the k th exterior power, and the 
k th compound of a linear operator. 

Let A+ AkA be the map which takes a linear operator A on an n- 
dimensional vector space V to its kth exterior power AkA, which is a linear 

operator on the 
( 1 

L dimensional vector space AkV. We will evaluate the 

operator norm of the derivative of this map. Using this, we can then estimate 
the distance IIAkA-AkBII in terms of (IA-BII. 
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As an important application of this, we derive an estimate for the distance 
between the eigenvalues of A and those of B in terms of I I A - B 11, where the 
norm II * II is the operator norm. 

We shall use some standard facts from multilinear algebra and calculus in 
Banach spaces. A good reference for the former is Marcus [6]; for the latter, 
Dieudonne [3]. For the convenience of the reader and to establish notation, 
we enumerate some of these facts in Section 2. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let V be a complex n-dimensional Hilbert space with the usual Euclidean 
norm II . Il. The set of all endomorphisms of V will be denoted by &(V), while 
the set of all n X n (complex) matrices will be denoted by M(n). Whenever we 
find it convenient (and we almost always do in this paper), we identify G(V) 
with M(n). The set of all unitary operators on V is denoted by U(n). For an 
element A of F(V), define its Banach rwrm, operator m, or spectral norm 
as 

IlAIl=sup{IIAxIl:lIxlI=l}. (1) 

If A* denotes the adjoint of the operator A, then A*A is a positive operator. 
The positive square roots of the eigenvalues of A*A are called the singular 
values of A. We arrange the singular values of A as 

v,(A)>v,(A)3 . . . >v,,(A)z=O. (2) 

When no confusion is likely to arise from the omission, we shall denote v,(A) 
simply by vi. It is easy to see that 

IIAll=v,(A). (3) 

Let 

A+=diag(v,,..., Y,,) (4) 

be the diagonal matrix whose entries are the singular values of A. Then 

A= UA+V for some U,VE U(n), (5) 

(PAQ)+ =A+ forall P,QEU(n). (6) 
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In particular, we have 

lIPAQIl=llAIl for all P, QEU(n). (7) 

We call this last property the biunitury invariance of (1. (I. 
For 1 G k< n, let AkV denote the kth exterior power of V. This is a Hilbert 

space of dimension 
( 1 

; . The map Ak of vector spaces induces a natural map 

Ak from the space of operators &(V) to the space of operators &( AkV ). If A is 
looked upon as a matrix, then AkA is its k th compound. We regard Ak: &(V) 
+ &( AkV) as a map between Banach spaces, where both spaces are equipped 
with the respective operator norms defined by (1). 

Following Marcus and Mint [7], we adopt a compact notation. For 
lGk<n, let Qk,* denote the collection of strictly increasing sequences of k 
integers chosen from 1,2,. . . , n. In other words, 

Then, Qk,n is a set of cardinality 
( 1 

L . We order Qk,n by the usual lexico- 

graphic ordering. We shall call elements of &n k-indices. 
Fortwok-indices,a=(ff,,...,~k)andp=(P1,...,Pk),weshalldenoteby 

ALalP orbYA[(a,,...,ak)l(P1,..., fik)] the submatrix of A constructed from 
the rows ai,..., ok and columns pi,. . . , fik, i.e., this is the submatrix whose 

(ij)th entry is aa,B,. The entries of the matrix AkA of order ( 1 
L can be 

indexed by pairs (Y, /? chosen from Qk,n. The ((Y, ~3) entry of AkA then is 
det A[ oJj3], where det denotes the determinant. We write this as 

It follows that 

Ak(AB)=Ak(A)Ak((B), nk(z>=z, (Ak(~>)*=nk(~*). (9) 

Here, Z denotes the identity matrix of order n, as well as that of order ( 1 
i . 

No confusion should arise from this notational abuse. In particular, this 
implies that 

Ak(U)~U(( i)) if UEU(n). (10) 
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If the singular values of A are given by (2), then the singular values of AkA 
are 

{ V,,V,2”.Va,,:((Yl,.‘.,ak)EQk,n}. 

Among other things, this implies that 

and 

(AkA)+=Ak(A+) 

,,AkA,, = jl $4. 

(11) 

02) 

Finally, the expression (8) shows that the map 

fP:M(n)+M(( ;)) 

is holomorphic. The derivative of this map at a point A of M(n), denoted as 

OAk(A), is a linear map from M(n) to M 

(13) 

for all B EM(~). This can be thought of as the directional derivative of Ak at 
A in the direction of B. We shall find a bound for the operator norm of 
OAk(A) which is defined as 

Il~Ak(A)ll=sup((~Ak(A))(B):B~M(N), IIBII-1). (14) 

3. VARIATION OF Ak 

We shall prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1. Let A be an element of G(V) with singular values vl( A)> 
v,(A)> . . ->v,,(A)aO. Then, for lGkGn, 

I(oAk(A)(I= $ ji q(A). 
P=l7=1 

i#P 
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In particular, this implies 

(~DAk(A)~l~kllAIlk-‘, (16) 

To localize the confusion caused by the multitude of indices that enter the 
picture, we split the proof of this theorem into several small lemmas. Also, to 
avoid terminological excesses, we do not name objects that we construct, use, 
and discard. So statements of lemmas will include definitions of objects they 
deal with. 

LEMMA 1. Let A+ be as defined by (4). Then 

I(DAk(411 = (pAk(A+)((. 

Proof Let U,V be unitary matrices such that A = WA+ V. Let P= AkU, 
Q=AkV. Then P, Q are unitary matrices too. So for all BEM(~), we have 

= $ = Akv.Ak(A+tB).Akv I/ I t 0 

= A”@+ +tUBv) t 0 

Now, IIUBVIl=IlBIl, and the set {UBV:(IBII=l} includes all matrices of 
norm 1. So we have 

= IJDA~(A+)II. 
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To state our next lemma concisely, we adopt some special notations: Let 
(Y=(oLr,..., ok) and w=(wr,..,, w&i) be elements of Qk,* and Qk_l,n 
respectively. If a can be obtained by adjoining an entry p to w, i.e., if there 
exists p such that {a,,...,ak}={~l,...,~k_-l}U{p}, then we shall write 
(Y = w, p. Note that given an (Y E Q,., n we can find k elements w of Qk_-l, n for 
which a[=w,p for some p; and given a WEQ,_,,, there are n-(k-l) 
elements (Y of Qk,n such that a=w,p for some p. For WEQ,_,,, and 
pE{l,2,...,n}\{w,,..., w~_~} we define the signature function E,(P) as 

E,(P)= 1 if an odd number of entries of w are less than p, 

E,,(P)= -1 otherwise. 

With this notation we have: 

LEMMA 2. Let A=diag(v,,..., v,,) be a diagonal matrix. Then for any 
B-4(n), 

for all pairs of indices (Y, /3 E Qk, n except those which have the form 

a= w,p, P= w,q 

fmsm wEQ,-,,,a 
Zf cr, ~3 are of the form (18), and if a#/3 (i.e. pfq), then 

Zf a=fl, i.e., a, /3 are of the form (18) with p=q, then 

(17) 

08) 

(19) 

(20) 
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Proof, Let a=(al ,..., ak), /3=(& ,..., &) be any two elements of Qk+. 
By the rule for differentiating a determinant we have 

where the circumflex indicates that the index under it has been omitted. Now 
notethatifA=diag(v,,...,p,) then 

detA[cu(P]=O for all a,PEQk,, such that CXZP, 

for ah l<k<n. So if CY, p do not satisfy (18), all the determinants on the 
right-hand side of (21) vanish. Thus, in this case, (17) holds. If (Y, j3 satisfy (18) 
with pfq, then we can have (CY~ ,..., Bi ,..., ak)=(fil ,..., /_?/ ,..., Pk) if and 
only if (Y~ =p, pi =q. So, in this case, (21) leads to (19). If a=P then 

(ff i )..., Bi ,...) c$>=(& )..., pi,. . . , &) if and only if i = j. In this case, (21) 
leads to (20). H 

LEMMA% LetA=diag(v,,..., v,,) be a diagonal matrix, and let BE M(n) 
be arbitrary. For each element w of Qk_l, n define a matrix B(“) (A) of order 

( 1 
y as follows. The entries biyd(A) of B(“)(A) are indexed by a, /~EQ~,,, 

and are defined as 

b:“&A>=O if (Y, p do not satisfy (18) (22) 

and 

if (Y, j? satisfy (18). (23) 

Then 

(DAM)= 2 B@‘)(A). 
WE-ok-l.” 

(24) 
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Proof. Both sides of (24) are matrices of order 

of ( DAk( A)) (B) is given by 
( ) 

i . The (a, /?)th entry 

If CX, /3 do not satisfy (18) for any w, then this is zero by Lemma 2, while the 
((Y, /3)th entry of the right-hand side is zero by definition. Let a, /3 satisfy (18) 
and let ~1 #/S. Note that the w occurring in (18) is unique in this case. The 
(a, p)th entries of the two sides of (24) agree because of (19) and (23). 
Finally, let cr=fi. In this case (Y and p satisfy (18) for exactly k different 
choices of p, 9, and w, viz. 

p=q=c$, 

j-1,2,..., k. Once again, the (a, /3)th entries of the two sides of (24) agree in 
view of (20) and (23). n 

LEMMA 4. Let B E h4( n), I? = (( bii)). For w E Qk_ i, n define a matrix B of 
order n- (k- 1) as follows: The entries b,, of B are indexed by p, 9 E 

{1,2,...,4\{w,,..., wk-_l} and are defined as 

Then 

Proof. Let {e,,..., e,,} be an orthonormal basis for V, with respect to 
which B is identified as an operator on V. Let P be the projection operator in 
V corresponding to the subspace spanned by the basis vectors eP, p @ 

{W ,,...,Wk_l}.LetDbethediagonaloperatorwithmatrix(d,,...,d,)such 
that 

if P~{wl~~~~~wk-l~~ 

if pE{wi,...,Wk_i} 
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Then there exists a unitary operator U on V such that 

Hence 

l&O= UDPBPDU -‘. 

IIBlI~lIBII. 

Let WEQk-1,“. For a vector x in AkV with components x,, aEQk,", 
define 

> 

l/2 
II X II 10 = XI_ M2 * 

(u:a= to, q) 

Here, the summation is over all (Y which can be obtained from the given 
(k - l>index w by adjoining an entry q to it. We shall write this briefly as 

Ilxll,= ( Z/*r_12)1/Z 
9 

(25) 

with the understanding that the summation is over all 

gE{1,2 ,..., n}\{w,,***,Wk-1). 

LEMMA 5. Let wEQk_-l,n, and let A, B, B(“)(A) be as in Lemma 3. 
Then for any x, y E AkV we have 

(26) 

where (e, *) denotes the inner product in AkV and I) * llw is defined by (25). 

Proof On using the definition of B(“)(A) given in Lemma 3 we obtain 
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where in the last summation p, o vary over { 1,2,. . . , n}\{w,, . . . , w~_~}. If ti 
is the matrix defined in Lemma 4, this gives 

k-l 

((B’“‘(A)x,y)l~ fl ~vw,~ll~II lI~ll,ll~lI,. 
i=l 

Lemma 4 then leads to (26). W 

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, we can assume, without loss of 
generality,thatA==diag(v,,...,v,), ~,>v,a *b.avn>O. LetBEM(n),and 
let X, y be any two vectors in AkV. Let BcW)(A) be defined as in Lemma 3. 
Then by Lemma 5 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 

l(~B(w+4)r,y)l 
IU 

(27) 
where in all the sums w varies over Qk_ r, n. We now claim that 

Recall that each element (Y of Qk,n can be written in exactly k different ways 
as a=w,p, namely, by choosing p=ai and w=((Yl)...,~i)...,(Yk), i= 
1,2,..., k. This fact, together with the definition of II x II w given by (29, leads 
to (28). Since or 2 v2 2 . * * 2 v,, 20, we have, for any (Y E Qk, “, the inequality 

If (Ixll is defined, as usual, as IIxII~=C~(X~~~, then (28) and (29) give 
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Using this estimate and (27) we have 

Hence, 

But by Lemma 3, Z,B(“)( A)= Zlf?( A) (B). Hence, 

11 

We will show that the last inequality is actually an equality by showing that 
the supremum in question is attained at B = 1. Since A is diagonal, Ak( A + tZ ) 
is also diagonal, and its entries are 

Thus, (OAk(A))(Z) is also a diagonal matrix, with entries 

d 
d 

IT- 

a.a dt t 

k 

lx 
p=l 

Iti 
i=l 

va,. 
ifp 

Since v,2v2a .- . >v,,>O, we have 

I((DA~~A~)(Z)II=~~~“d~,~=~~ .&‘i. 
t+P 

This proves the theorem completely. n 

REMARK. The bound (16) is best possible. It is attained when v,(A)= 
v,(A)= . . . =vk(A). 
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This bound can be obtained in another way as follows. Let 

be the k-fold tensor product of V. The space AkV can be identified as a 
subspace of @‘V. Indeed, the map Pk defined on product vectors as 

where sgn(a) is the signature of the permutation (I, extends linearly to all of 
akV as an orthoprojector with range AkV. We have 

Let Qk:AkV+akV be the inclusion map. Consider the induced map 
Pk:&(@kV)+&(AkV) defined as 

&(T)=PkTQk, TE&( @“V). 

Then Pk is a projection and I( Pk 11 d I. The map Ak:&(V)-&( AkV) factors 
through the map @k:&(V)-t&(@kV) via the projection Pk, i.e., 

Ak(A)=Pk(BkA) for all AE&(V). 

By the chain rule of differentiation, and the fact that the derivative of the 
linear map Pk is Pk itself, we have 

(Note that 069 k(A) is a linear map from &(V) to &(okV), and DAk(A) is a 
linear map from G(V) to &(AkV)). Now, 

(D@‘(A))(B)=$l = Bk(A+tB) 
t 0 

=B@A@ . . . @A-l-A@B@’ . . . @A+ . . . +A@ . . . @A@B. 

Since lIA@BIl=IlAIl IIBII, this gives 
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Taking supremum over B such that II B I] = 1, and considering the special case 
B=A/II A II, we obtain 

so 

which is the estimate (16). 
This result has been generalized in [4] in two directions. There it is shown 

that a bound analogous to (16) is applicable when Ak is replaced by any 
irreducible representation r of G(V) in &( @ kV) given by the Young diagram, 
and that this result applies to infinite-dimensional Banach spaces as well. 

Between the writing of the two versions of this article, Sunder has given a 
different proof of Theorem 1, which is also valid for infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces. In his proof he uses what has been called Lemma 1 above and 
the fact that a completely positive map of C* algebras attains its norm at the 
identity. Note that in the course of the proof of Theorem 1 we also use the 
fact that the supremum in (30) is attained at 1. 

As Corollaries to Theorem 1, we have: 

COROLLARY 1. For any two elements A, B of G(V) we have 

Proof. This is an application of Taylor’s formula. (See 8.14.3 in [3]). n 

More precisely, we have: 

COROLLARY 2. Fur any two elements A, B of G(V), 

where M=max(ll A II, II B II). 

Proof. Consider the map f:[O,l]-,&(V) defined as f(t)=(l-t)A+tB. 
This is a linear path joining A and B. By the mean-value theorem (8.5.4 in [3]) 
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applied to the composite map A’ofi[O, l]-F(A’V), we get 

G sup kII(l-t)A+tB/Ik-‘I(B-Ail 
O=zKl 

=GkMk_‘IIB-A)). n 

4. APPLICATIONS TO THE VARIATION OF SPECTRA 

Results of the preceding section can be applied to the study of spectral 
variation following the ideas introduced by Bhatia and Mukherjea in [2]. 
Results in this section supplement those in [l] and [2]. 

For A, BE&(V), let EigA={a,,...,cu,} and EigB={P,,...,&} denote 
their respective eigenvalues counted with multiplicity. A distance between 

these n-tuples can be defined as 

(31) 

where II,, is the group of permutations on n symbols. A question of obvious 
interest and importance is: What is d(Eig A, Eig B) in terms of II A-B Ii? One 
answer to this question is provided by estimates derived below. 

Let the characteristic polynomial of A be written as 

xA(t)=tn-(hit”-‘f .a.+(-l)“q,,(A). 

It is well known that 

where tr stands for 

PROPOSITION 1. 

cpk(A)=trAk(A), lGk<n, (32) 

the trace of an operator. With this notation, we have: 

For l<k<n, 

(33) 
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Proof. Let dimV=n, and let (tr),: G(V) --) C be the trace map. Since this 
map is linear, we have 

IID(tr)n(A)II=Il(tr)nl(=12 forall AE&(V). 

Since 

dim A'(V)= (y ), 

the proposition follows from (32), Theorem 1, and the chain rule of differenti- 
ation. n 

REMARK. Using a different method, it was shown in [2] that 

where the Frobenius rwrm II. II F on G(V) is defined as: 

II A II F = (trA*A)“2= ( x jaii)’ I’“_ 
i,i 

We have for all AE&(V) 

(34) 

(35) 

IIAII~IIAll,~n”211AII. (36) 

It is not possible to derive either (33) or (34) from the other using the relation 

(3% 

Applying the mean-value theorem as before, we have: 

COROLLARY. For all A, BE&(V) and l<kGn, 

,(Pk(A)-~k(B)(~k(;I)Mk-lIIB-AII, (37) 

where M=max(ll A II, II B II). 

This gives us an estimate of the distance between the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomials of A and B. From this we can estimate 
d(Eig A, Eig B), using the celebrated theorem of Ostrowski [B] stated below. 
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THEOREM (Ostrowski). Let f(x)=z” +a,~“-’ i- . . . i-a, and g(x)=z” 
+b,z”-1 + . . . + b,, be two polynomials of degree n. Let the roots off and g 
be (Y 1,. * *, (11, and Pi, * * *, &,, reqecti&y. h?t p1=mmklak19 p2=mak)~k19 
p=max(pi, pa). Let 8={Z;!l)bk -.kj~“-k}l’n. Then the roots can be 
arranged in such a way that 

ja,-&l<@n-1)8 forall 1GkG-n. 

Using this we obtain 

THEOREM 2. For all A, BE&(V) 

d(EigA,EigB)~21-1~“(2n-l)n’~“M’-’~”(~B-AJ~’~”, 

where M=max(ll A II, II B II). 

Proof. Use Ostrowski’s theorem and the estimate (37). Notice 
eigenvalues of A are bounded in modulus by II A II. So we have 

(38) 

that the 

l/n 

d(EigA,EigB)G(2n-1) f: I’pk(B)-cpk(A)IM”-k 
k=l 

Now use the combinatorial identity 

$ k( ;) =712n-i 
k=O 

to obtain (38). n 

REMA~JCS. In [2], Bhatia and Mukherjea derived an estimate for 
d(Eig A, Eig B) in terms of (1 A-B (1 F. It is more natural to use the Banach 
norm 1) .I) when the distance d between the eigenvalues is defined as in (31). 
With the Frobenius norm, it is more natural to use the distance 6 between 
eigenvalues, defined as 

S(Eig A,Eig B)= min 
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The distances d and 6 are related by an inequality analogous to (36), viz. 

(39) 

So it is possible to switch from one distance and norm to another at the cost 
of some precision. The estimate (38) in this paper and the one in [2] cannot 
be obtained from each other in this way. 

Other estimates for d(Eig A,Eig B) have been obtained by Ostrowski [8] 
and by Hemici [5]. The advantages of the estimate (38) over their results are 
the same as those pointed out in [2] for the estimate derived there. 

Finally, the analysis done in [ 11 for the special case when A, B he in the 
classical matrix Lie algebras can be carried through verbatim here to obtain 
special results for these cases. Using that analysis and the combinatorial 
identity 

i 2k ( ik ) =712”-~, 
k=O 

where r is the integral part of n/2, we obtain: 

THEOREM 3. Let A, B be two matrices of order n=2r or n=2r+l. 
Suppose A, B are elements either of the Lie algebra B o( n, C) consisting of 
complex skew-symmetric matrices or of the symplectic Lie algebra s@(r,C). 
Then 

d(EigA2,Eig B2)~2(n-2)/r(2r-l)n1/rM2-1/rll B-AI(‘/‘, (40) 

where M=max(llA II, IIBII). Further, if A, B both have 0 as one of their 
eigenvalues with the same multiplicity, and if the rest of their eigenvalues lie 
outside a circle of radius c around the origin, then, we have 

d(EigA,Eig B)GR/c, 

where R denotes the right-hand side of (40). 

REMARKS. The main inequalities of [l] and [2] can be somewhat 
strengthened and considerably tidied up. Writing our path as f( t ) = (1 - t )A 
+ tB, as we have done here, Proposition 4.1 in [2] becomes much neater, and 
this, in turn leads to an improvement of the estimate (4.1) in [2], which now 
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d(EigA,EigB)~(2n_l)M~-‘/” { +lj ;):‘;‘,,B-A,,yn 

where M, =max(ll A II F, It B II F). 
In the same way, the bounds (3.1) in [l] can be improved to 
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